
THE CLOUDS didn’t part here in 
Cambridge, but that didn’t stop hun-
dreds of people from coming to the 
IoA for a glimpse of the solar eclipse 
last Friday morning.

At 9.33am—the peak of the 
eclipse—darkness was perceptible, 
albeit not as dramatic as it could 
have been without the clouds.

The IoA event also featured talks 
and a moving model of the eclipse.

Some other parts of the UK were 
luckier with the weather, and were 
able to get a good view.

We’ll have to wait till 2026 for the 
next time an eclipse of this magni-
tude is visible from Cambridge.
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THIS is now the last open evening 
of our 2014/15 observing season. 

Thanks for your faithful attendance 
(despite the appalling weather)!

Tonight’s half-hour talk begins 
promptly at 7.15pm, when Sarah 
Smedley will tell us about the weird-
est stars in the Universe. It will be fol-
lowed by an opportunity to observe 
if (and only if…) the weather is clear.

The IoA’s Northumberland and 
Thorrowgood telescopes will be 
open, and we will be staffing some 
smaller telescopes around the 
observatory lawns. The Cambridge 
Astronomical Association will also 
provide a floorshow relaying live im-
ages from three modern telescopes.

If we’re unlucky and it’s cloudy, 
then we’ll offer you a cup of tea as 
compensation, and the CAA will 
offer some more astro-information 
afterwards in the lecture theatre for 
those who want to stay on.

We look forward to seeing you 
again when next season’s observing 
commences at the start of October.
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Ganymede’s 
rocking glow 
sheds light on 
hidden ocean

Artist’s impression of Jupiter and 
its aurora-clad moon, Ganymede. 

Image: NASA/ESA

Crowds and clouds visit IoA for solar eclipse

The partial solar eclipse over the UK on 
20th March 2015, as photographed from 
Congresbury, Somerset. Image: H. B. Griffin

GANYMEDE—the largest moon in the Solar System—might have an ocean of 
water beneath its icy crust, which would make it potentially habitable.

Jupiter’s largest moon has its own magnetic field, which leads to auroras near 
its poles. There is a stronger magnetic field around Jupiter itself, and the interac-
tion between the two fields causes Ganymede’s auroras to rock back and forth.

Hubble Space Telescope observations of the rocking have allowed scientists to 
test models of the moon’s internal structure—and hence to predict the existence 
of a salty subsurface ocean.

The main reason is that the auroras are seen to oscillate over an angle of 2°, 
which is less than the 6° one would expect without an ocean.

The possible presence of a large body of water is exciting, as liquid water is a 
key ingredient for life. When the European Space Agency’s JUICE probe arrives at 
Ganymede in 2030, one of its primary objectives will be to investigate the ocean.

Other Solar System objects are also believed to have subsurface oceans, e.g. 
the dwarf planets Pluto and Ceres, as well as several large moons.



A FATTY acid may have been found 
on Mars by NASA’s Curiosity rover.

However, it’s still uncertain 
whether the compound is biologi-
cal in origin, or non-biological and 
simply due to contamination.

The potential discovery is excit-
ing, as fatty acids are important 
components of the cell membranes 
found in all lifeforms.

And while it’s equally likely that 
the presence of the acid was caused 
by sample contamination due to 
leakage, its detection is still a bless-
ing in disguise.

With their understanding of 
how the chemical reacts with other 
compounds, scientists now have an 
additional resource for the identifi-
cation of Martian organics.

Several other organic molecules 
were also detected in Curiosity’s first 
“wet chemistry” experiment, includ-
ing a type of alcohol molecule.

Curiosity landed on Mars in 
August 2012, and has been exploring 
the once-wet region known as Gale 
Crater (which would have been a 
lake billions of years ago).
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Rosetta backs off as 
comet spins down

– How many astronomers does it take to 
change a light bulb?
– One to change the bulb, and one to 
complain about light pollution

Scott’s joke of the week

THE SPIN of the comet being observed by the Ro-
setta spacecraft is slowing down—very gradually.

In the sequence of images on the right, the rub-
ber-duck-shaped comet is spinning from left to 
right (out of the page) around its axis of rotation, 
which passes vertically through the “neck” region.

Comet 67P takes around 12.4 hours to complete 
one rotation, but this period is extending by about 
one second per day, and will grow even more quick-
ly as the comet gets more active on its approach 
towards the Sun. In particular, the gas jets coming 
out of the cometary surface are acting like thrusters 
to slow down the rotation.

Earlier this year, Rosetta moved to within 30 
km of Comet 67P and took up an orbit around it; 
however, the comet is now ejecting gas so far (a 
few kilometres) and fast (800 m/s) that such a close 
orbit is no longer possible. The spacecraft has since 
retreated to a safe distance.

In recent weeks, the cloud of dust churned up by 
the gas jets from the comet also managed to con-
fuse the star trackers used by Rosetta to work out 
its orientation—the dust particles were mistaken 
for stars by the trackers!

Images: ESA/Rosetta/MPS for OSIRIS Team 
MPS/UPD/LAM/IAA/SSO/INTA/UPM/DASP/IDA

Mars rover detects 
traces of fatty acid

HAPI REGION, BUT FEELING BLUE
The Hapi region (left) on the neck of 
Comet 67P appears slightly bluish, as 
it reflects red light less effectively than 
other regions on the comet.

 This bluish tint might point to the 
presence of frozen water mixed in with 
the dust at the surface.

The region is located between the 
comet’s two lobes; over the past few 
months, it has been very active with 
numerous jets of dust and gas.

This composite image was processed 
by scientists from the OSIRIS team to 
enhance the slight colour differences.

Curiosity’s latest “selfie”, taken in January 
2015. Image: NASA/JPL-Caltech/MSSS


